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Holidays in Zillertal in Tirol

Apartments in Zillertal

Welcome

The morning sun illuminates the valley, bringing with it a healthy dose of anticipation. The gaze wanders over the majestic mountain peaks of the Zillertal Alps, and the whole family is already looking forward to the upcoming active day in the Zillertal. Skiing, snowboarding, hiking, cycling, mountain climbing, cultural experiences, and much more – that's what a vacation in the Zillertal is all about!

Nestled in the stunning mountain scenery of the Zillertal Alps, our Haus Schöser sits at approximately 1,200 meters above sea level, high above the Zillertal and about 5km from Hippach (2 apartments · 2-6 people). The Möslbahn to the Mountopolis ski area is just around the corner and therefore very close by! In a quiet and sunny location at 650 meters above sea level, just slightly above Hippach, you'll find our Apart Schöser (3 apartments · 2-6 people). Breathtaking panoramic views over the valley floor of the Zillertal included.

We look forward to getting to know you... The Schöser family.

Apartments About us Gallery 






Skiing & Hiking Area Mountopolis

With the ski bus or by car, you can reach the new Möslbahn in just a few minutes!
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Just a few of our highlights:

	5 comfortably furnished apartments
	Spacious accommodation for 2-6 people
	House Schöser perched high above the valley (close proximity to the Möslbahn/Mountopolis)
	Apart Schöser close to the valley (approximately 5 minutes to the Horbergbahn/Ski Area Mountopolis)
	Free Wi-Fi
	Family-friendly atmosphere
	Excellent starting point for hikes and ski days in the Zillertal
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Our homes

Two places full of cosiness

Apartments
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Apart
Schöser

	In an absolutely dreamy location slightly above Hippach (650m)
	5 minutes by car or ski bus to the Horbergbahn/Mountopolis
	3 modern apartments for 2-6 people


Apartments
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Haus
Schöser

	Breathtaking mountain location (1,200m)
	Just a few meters by car or ski bus to the Möslbahn/Mountopolis
	2 cosy apartments for 2-6 people


Apartments
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Family holidays

Space for 2 to 6 persons
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Mountain idyll

On the Schwendberg mountain in Zillertal
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Winter magic

Near the Möslbahn / Mountopolis ski area
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Your apartment
is already waiting for you

On our website, you always book at the best conditions and at the best price. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us!

Enquire now Book online
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Summer

Hiking, biking, etc.
in the Zillertal Alps

Read more
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Kultur

Music, museums, exhibitions and much more
in the Mayrhofen-Hippach holiday region

Read more
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Winter

Skiing, snowboarding, etc.
in the ski resorts of Tyrol


Read more
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Anticipation is rising!

What could be better than the anticipation of a fantastic family holiday in the Zillertal?

Impressions
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Apart Schöser
Astbühel 311, 6283 Hippach
info@apartment-schoeser.at

Haus Schöser
Hochschwendberg 507, 6283 Hippach
info@haus-schoeser.at

Zillertal · Tyrol · Austria







T +43 664 436 40 69

Marianne Schöser
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Cookies & more

To provide you with the best possible user experience, we use cookies and process your personal data. In addition, we use third-party technologies. You can choose which services/cookies you would like to agree to. You can withdraw your consent at any time. Please note that for the ideal user experience on this homepage, external fonts as well as third-party services should be loaded! This requires your consent for "Optional Cookies". Your personal data may be processed by third parties and information from your device (cookies, unique identifiers and other device data) may be stored by these third parties.
                    




Essential

Show details
Hide details


Cookies and services that are absolutely necessary for the correct display of the website.
                                                            

Contao HTTPS CSRF Token
Protects against cross-site request forgery attacks.
                                                                                                        



PHP SESSION ID
Stores the current PHP session.
                                                                                                        







Optional

Show details
Hide details


Essential cookies and services as well as external content such as Google Maps, Youtube videos, Vimeo videos, externally loaded fonts, booking channel and webcams. Cookies may be set that are not under our control.
                                                            

Webcam
With this setting, webcams from the surrounding area are displayed on our website. Your user data is transmitted to the operator of these webcams (Feratel). Cookies may be set that are not under our control.
                                                                                                        



Youtube
With this setting, external videos from Youtube are displayed on our website. Your user data will be transmitted to Google/Youtube. Cookies may be set that are not under our control.
                                                                                                        



Google Maps
With this setting, Google Maps are displayed on our website. Your user data will be transmitted to Google. Cookies may be set that are not under our control.
                                                                                                        



Adobe Fonts
Adobe fonts are loaded from the Adobe servers. In the process, your IP address and other user data is transmitted to Adobe. Cookies may be set that are not under our control.
                                                                                                        







Statistics

Show details
Hide details


Cookies and statistics services such as Google Analytics
                                                            

Google Analytics
This setting loads Google Analytics and transmits your IP address and other user data to Google.
                                                                                                        








Save selection
Accept all



You can change your settings at any time by clicking the button in the footer of each page.
                                    Legal notice
Privacy policy







